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center. Even before the NRA was well started, William Ran-
dolph Hearst, whose chain had backed Roosevelt and Garner
in 1932, turned against the administration, thereby joining
Colonel Robert R. McCormick of the Chicago Tribune and
Frank E. Gannett, owner of a chain mainly in upstate New
York, who had been foes from the start. Paradoxically, while
Roosevelt himself was winning unparalleled popularity
among Washington correspondents, the press back home was
solidifying against him. By the time of his second election
approximately two newspapers out of every three fought his
candidacy. The opposition journals, however, generally
printed the president's speeches and, save for the bitterest
diehards, reported Washington news with fairer objectivity
than that of the anti-Jefferson press of 1800 or the anti-
Lincoln press in 1860. Hence, as one friend of the New Deal
observed, it was evident that "the people voted with the
news columns and against the editorials/*
Among persons in the higher-income brackets hostility to
the New Deal arose as the bank crisis passed, the honeymoon
period waned and the NRA disappointed its business spon-
sors. The anxieties and industrial jitters of 1933 gave way by
the next spring to "open undisguised indignation and anger
at Washington/' as a Kiplinger newsletter of March 31,
1934, reported after polling its patrons. Among the prime
causes were "the confusions and inconsistencies of NRA and
AAA," the stock-exchange bill, labor policies and fears of
Communist infiltration of government.
In August the American Liberty League was formed under
an executive board of millionaires to oppose "the caprice of
bureaucracy" and "the tyranny of autocratic power/' Such
-persons regarded the New Deal as a plot to use hard times as
a springboard to socialism. The more vindictive concentrated
their hate upon the president, "that Man/* "a traitor to his
class/* who symbolized the threat of change. One of Peter
Arn'o's best-known cartoons, appearing in September, 1936,
in The New Yorker, portrayed a little band of Park Avenue

